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When it comes to awarding grades, no matter what those grades are for or who they're being
given to, it's never as easy as deciding whose results were great and whose were poor. Part of
giving that grade is knowing what the student is potentially capable of, what mitigating factors
(whether positive or negative) have played significant roles in his or her life, and what results
the student has produced in the past. It all needs to go into the equation.
 
So when we're grading NBA teams, we have to give these things the same sort of
consideration. We know the Nets were bad and the Cavaliers were good because they had the
worst and best records in the league. But how did those teams perform compared to what was
expected of them at the start the season? Did good luck or bad luck play a role in how things
turned out? How about injuries? Did the team take a step forward or backward since last
season, and should they have?
 
All of these things played a part in assigning out grades to the Eastern Conference teams now
that the regular season is just about wrapped up. I'm looking at the big picture, obviously, but
I'm more interested in how the picture got painted. So let's have a look at the fifteen teams in
the East and assess how 2009-2010 has gone for them.
 
Atlanta Hawks – The Hawks proved to be the quintessence of what it means to be a good
team who stayed healthy and stepped it up to the next level. With six games to play they already
have two more wins than they did last season, and guys like Al Horford and Josh Smith added
an All-Star gear to their game that has supplemented the games of Mike Bibby and Joe Johnson
beautifully. Add that ingenious offseason trade for imminent Sixth Man of the Year Jamal
Crawford and you've got this season's most likeable underdog. Even after slipping into the East's
upper echelon last year, this group still flew under the radar, but after a great season in 2009-
2010, they can't be ignored any longer. (At least not if Johnson agrees to re-sign with the
Hawks this summer). Grade: A
 
Boston Celtics – It's possible that the Celtics would've had a shot to win a second straight title
last season had Kevin Garnett not missed the playoffs with his knee issues, but there really isn't
any excuse for the dip Boston has taken this year.  A team that won 62 games last year and
added Rasheed Wallace in the offseason might not even get to 50 wins this season. Yes, Ray
Allen and Paul Pierce have held their ground, and certainly Rajon Rondo has emerged as
arguably the team's best player, but Garnett officially has lost his spring, and the C's don't
appear nearly as imposing as they did two years ago. We knew the window was a short one for
this core, but if they can't regroup very quickly and find the "on" switch for the postseason, that
window may be all but shut. So much more was expected out of Boston this season, and they
simply didn't follow through. It wasn't a horrible year, but it was nowhere near the standard
most smart basketball people have been holding them to. Grade: C+
 
Charlotte Bobcats – It was probably only a matter of time before Larry Brown got his Bobcats
playing like a playoff team, and now the franchise looks destined for its first postseason
appearance ever. It wasn't all Brown, though. Not by a longshot. Gerald Wallace has had a
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career year playing out of position, Stephen Jackson and Tyrus Thomas were brought aboard
without the 'Cats having had to give up anything substantial, and even the Tyson
Chandler/Emeka Okafor trade kept them competitive while opening up the salary situation
longer-term. They have, quite simply, played the best basketball since coming to the league,
and had you said before the season that they'd be playing better basketball than Toronto or
Chicago as things wound down, people would've put you in the crazy house. But that's the
reality of how this season has worked out. So comparatively speaking they've been very good,
but they're still just a handful of games over .500 despite all that. There's work to do this
summer with Ray Felton's impending free agency, but all in all it's been a great season for the
Bobcats. Grade: B+
 
Chicago Bulls – Certainly injuries have played a huge role in Chicago's lack of success this
year, but despite whatever excuse there may be for this sub-.500 season, everybody expected so
much more out of a group that pushed the Celtics to seven games in the most exciting first-
round playoff series maybe ever. Derrick Rose and Joakim Noah both took two giant steps
forward in 2010, but neither was healthy enough to put in the full year. With those two guys
and Luol Deng dealing with nagging bugs for big chunks of the season, the Bulls just couldn't
build any momentum. Rookie Taj Gibson has been a very pleasant surprise, and the team was
able to create enough cap room at the trade deadline to lure a marquee free agent this summer,
so it hasn't all been bad, but the Bulls should not be in a situation where they could miss the
playoffs. For now their grade is incomplete, because they'll get a small bump if they squeeze out
of the Raptors for that eight seed despite a much tougher schedule down the stretch, but for
now the grade stands as if they'll miss the playoffs. Grade: C-
 
Cleveland Cavaliers – Unless the L.A. Lakers win all five of their remaining games, the
Cavaliers will be the only team in the NBA to have won 60 games this year, and it's hard to give
a team anything less than an "A" when they've got that many "W's" under their belt. LeBron
James is the best player in today's game, and the cast around him is about as star-studded as it
gets on an NBA roster. The deadline move for Antawn Jamison was highway robbery, especially
since Zydrunas Ilgauskas, whom they traded for Jamison, re-signed with the club in time to
make the playoffs roster. Mike Brown and LeBron figured out how to use Shaq better than many
people thought they would, and despite some injury issues and the big midseason trade, they're
still the best team record-wise in the NBA. It's really hard to argue with results like that. Grade:
A
 
Detroit Pistons – Things haven't gone smoothly for the Pistons this season, have they? Things
started weird with a new head coach in John Kuester and two high-ticket free agents (Ben
Gordon and Charlie Villanueva) who don't play any defense. The whole first third of the season
was a complete train wreck, as Gordon, Tayshaun Prince, and Richard Hamilton all missed tons
of games with various injuries, and while Rip eventually got back to form, Prince hasn't been the
same on so many levels, and with fewer minutes on a guard-loaded roster Gordon's own
numbers have dropped quite a bit as well. Toss in Kuester's constant spats with Charlie V and
Rodney Stuckey's mysterious collapse a few weeks ago, and pretty much everything that
could've gone wrong this season, did. One positive was rookie Jonas Jerebko, who had a
surprisingly effective first season, but beyond that and the continued solid play of Hamilton,
Detroit had a really, really rough year. If the season ended today, they'd be tied with the
Washington Wizards for the second-worst record in the conference. Grade: D
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Indiana Pacers – Individually just about every player on the Pacers roster took a step
backwards in 2009-2010; Danny Granger scored fewer points, Troy Murphy hauled in fewer
rebounds, and T.J. Ford dished out fewer assists. When it's all said and done, Indy will probably
only win about 30 or 31 games, which in and of itself certainly isn't something to write home
about. Even their lottery pick, Tyler Hansbrough, looked in preseason like he could've made
some noise, but a freak medical issue limited him to only 29 games. On the bright side, though,
Roy Hibbert had a breakout season, Dahntay Jones proved to be one of the best values in last
summer's free agency period, and second-round draft pick A.J. Price showed some real gusto
when the team was going through it's Ford drama around midseason. But that's not enough to
salvage Indiana's marks. For this season, at least, they weren't particularly good. Grade: D+
 
Miami HEAT – For a while the HEAT really looked like a hum-drum middle-of-the-road Eastern
Conference team, but Dwyane Wade really has team competing down the stretch. Jermaine
O'Neal is waxing nostalgic on his better days and wants to win a championship more than ever,
while Michael Beasley has been more consistently effective than he was in his rookie season. It's
not an overwhelming roster by any means, but they've gotten hot at the right time of year, and
there's something to be said for that. Of any East team seeded 5-8, they look like they'd be the
biggest headache in the first round. The moral of the story, as always, is that as long as you've
got a healthy Dwyane Wade, you can't be all that bad. Grade: B-
 
Milwaukee Bucks – Has any team in the East surpassed expectations further than the
Milwaukee Bucks? It started with Brandon Jennings surprising everybody as the early favorite for
Rookie of the Year and continued with Andrew Bogut emerging as the second-best center in the
conference behind only Dwight Howard. The trade for John Salmons has proven to be as big a
booster shot as any team got at the deadline, and role guys like Ersan Ilyasova and Luc Richard
Mbah a Moute have been great, too. The key to all this success for the Bucks is that they've done
it essentially without their leading scorer for the last several years in Michael Redd. No way
should this team be so firmly embedded in the playoff picture. But they are. Grade: B+
 
New Jersey Nets – There's no way to twist this; eleven wins is bad. The fact that they very
easily could've been the worst team record-wise in the history of the game is
reprehensible. Devin Harris didn't look anything like an All-Star this season, Courtney Lee is a
nice player but he can't replace Vince Carter, and there really isn't anybody else to speak of on
this roster outside of Brook Lopez and Terrence Williams. They've got a lot of eggs stacked into
the basket of free agency this summer, but heaven help them if they strike out there and come
back with the same core next season. Grade: F
 
New York Knicks – David Lee was superb. Al Harrington was pretty good. Danilo Gallinari
proved he can shoot the lights out from behind the arc, and Wilson Chandler proved serviceable
yet again this season. Other than that, there's not a lot of positive things to say about how this
season ended up for the Knicks. But we can't penalize them for being bad because we knew
when the season started that they were going to be bad. The Tracy McGrady trade was exciting
and everything, but he's only averaged 26 minutes and 10 points a game for his new
team. Clearly this was a year of preparation for free agency, and when 90% of your roster is an
expiring contract there isn't going to be a whole lot of motivation to play your heart out. Still, a
lot should be said about their ability to move Jared Jeffries and clearing out a second max
contract spot for this summer. That was their goal this season, and they accomplished it. But
from an actual basketball standpoint it's just been a blah year for the Knicks. They were a blip
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on the radar and that's about it. Maybe next year, right LeBron? Grade: C-
 
Orlando Magic – The preseason buzz for Orlando was pretty loud having come off a trip to the
Finals and a big trade for Vince Carter, but even then there was a sense that this group would
have certain limitations. They were losing some key pieces to their Finals team and replacing
them with new guys, and questions about chemistry abounded. Despite all that, Dwight Howard
has had an MVP-caliber season and the Magic have pretty much duplicated their fantastic season
from last year with a noticeably different group. And that's even with Rashard Lewis having a bit
of an off year. They have separated themselves as the clear #2 team in the East, and it wouldn't
be a surprise for them to make the Finals again this year. In short, they've done exactly what
was expected out of them, and what was expected was a 50-something win season heading into
the playoffs with a real shot. So far, mission accomplished. Grade: A
 
Philadelphia 76ers – Considering the highlight of the
year for Philly was seeing Allen Iverson back in a Sixers
uniform, we really can't call the season much of a
success. Elton Brand still hasn't bounced back to elite form,
Andre Iguodala still isn't the leader he needs to be for this
team, and Samuel Dalembert still hasn't lived up to his
contract. To be fair, it was an injury-plagued season with
tons of key guys missing significant portions of the season
due to one thing or another, but at the end of the day
they're probably going to finish the year with fewer than
30 wins. No matter what storms may blow through a
franchise over the course of a long season, that's pretty
rough. Grade: D
 
Toronto Raptors – Compared to what was realistically
expected of them, the Raptors were probably the most
disappointing team in the conference this season. With
Bosh heading into a contract year, with Calderon coming off a career year in terms of assists,
with a seemingly perfect mix of crafty veterans and talented youngsters, it seemed like Toronto
would legitimately compete in the East this season. And while Bosh has played absolutely out of
his mind this season, no other player outside of Andrea Bargnani has consistently stepped up
the plate with him. They've blown way too many games they should've won, and worst of all,
each loss may be putting them closer to losing their franchise player in free agency. Expectations
were high, and the team needed to win this season. Unfortunately, much of this year's Canadian
basketball experience was a letdown. Grade: C-
 
Washington Wizards – Where do we start with this train wreck? Gilbert Arenas's fall from
grace has been much publicized, but it didn't end there. By trading away Antawn Jamison,
Caron Butler, Brendan Haywood, and DeShawn Stevenson, they essentially kissed the next few
seasons goodbye. It doesn't matter if Arenas comes back next season and kills the league; he
can't win with just Al Thornton, Shaun Livingston, and Andre Blatche backing him up. He just
can't. There's nothing left on this roster, and that dearth of talent was self-imposed. It's hard to
give a bad team good marks for making such glaring mistakes on so many levels. Hopefully
they can start rebuilding themselves in 2010-2011, but this season just wasn't a winner for the
Wiz. Grade: F
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Care to do a little peer editing? How do these grades match up with what you'd give these
Eastern Conference teams? Feel free to leave your comments below!
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Also On HOOPSWORLD Today:  

The Final Four in the NCAA tournament is set, checkout the previews of the next round of games:
(1)Duke vs. (2) West Virginia and (5) Michigan State vs. (5) Butler.

As some NBA teams start thinking about the post-season, a number of teams are shifting their
focus to the off-season. What's next for ... The New Jersey Nets, the Golden State Warriors, the
Minnesota Timberwolves, the Sacramento Kings, the Detroit Pistons, the Indiana Pacers and the
LA Clippers.

It's tournament time and HOOPSWORLD has teamed up with college basketball legends Bob
Knight and Billy Packer to bring Survive and Advance to HOOPSWORLD. Check out the Smarter
Than Sweat Playbook, and the Top Guards and Defenders notebooks.
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Comments (2 posted) Post your comment

Please be respectful of the writers in your comments or they will be removed

posted By "It" Boy, 6 April 2010 5:40:48 AM

Read 2 w ords into the article before the f irst error...I think that's a new  Hoopsw orld record. (Left out the w ord "it")

posted By "Than" Boy, 6 April 2010 5:45:36 AM

2 mistakes in the same article...keep up the hard w ork geniuses. "With six games to play they already have tw o more w ins they

did last season"...you left out the w ord "than"
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